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FIELD T:JSTS Oli Pmra'.A:BBICATEn ,JUTT.lMINOUS STJR]IACING 

General 

Auth.ori ty 

1. Field tests on prefabricated bituminous· s:urfa.cing (PBS) were 
authorized in a letter fr9m The. Engineer Board, Fort :Selvoir, Virginia 
dated 25 March 1944, subject "Field tests on prefabricated bituminous 
surfacing" on instructions from the Office, Chief of Engineers contained 
in .Work Order DAO 3015. 

Purpose 

2. The purpose of these tests was to determine the general 
utility of P:SS for use on airfields for light aircraft. 

Scope 

. 3. The tests consisted of lirni ted traffic repetitions on various 
types of fabric irnpre~11ated both with unfilled asphalt and with asphalt 
containing 40% filler, using 7,000-, 15,000- and 37~000-lb wheel loads 
operated at slow speeds. Braking and turning tests were also mad.e. 
Condition of the surfacing material was studied tinder high and low 
temperatures and under different conditions of'· storage. In addition, 

·certain tests on packa{:,"int; for shipment were conduatec'.l.. Careful obser
varions ·were made concerning the pilot model of the :Sarber-Greene mat
laying machine furnishecJ. 'rlth th'e surfacing material. The following 
ma.t.erials·we're tested: · ' · · 

*1·Tei[;ht per 
Sq Yd , Width 

Type of Cloth Ounces Jl!s._ Coating Dustin~1 Tests Made 

Single army duck 9.s5 36 Unfilled Talc Traffic & he at 
Double army duck 9.~5 36 Unfilled ':ralc Traffic & heat 
Double Osnaburg 6.10 ~ ·Unfilled Talc Traffic t.; heat 
Double burlap 10.00 ~ Unfilled Talc Traffic & heat 
Double burlap 10.00 Filled Mica Traffic & heat 
Single Hessian 13.50 31 Filled Mica Traffic & heat 
:Burlap 10.00 40 Unfilled· ·Mica Packaging 
Hessian ~.oo 4o Unfilled Mica Pack8€ing 

*Weight of material before being treated with asphalt coating, 

RSTllffB> 
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Observations on Materiala 

Fabric 

4. Prefabricated bituminous surfacing consists of cloth, impre~ 
nated and coated with bitumen. Army duck, Osnaburg, burlap and Hessian 
cloth were used as fabrics and asphalt as the bituminous coating for the 
PJ3S discussed in this report. Some variations were noted in fabric 
widths. The width of the duck, nominally 36 in.,· was fairly uniform 
and averaged 37 in. The burlap and Osnab~g, both w1 th nominal widths 
of :J5 in,, were quite irregular and varied by plus or minus one inch. 
The-Hessian cloth, listed as 31-in., was frregular. varying from 32 to 
33 in. :Both burlap and Hessian cloth of 40-in. nominal width measured 
uniformly 40 in_. !I'he _army -duck was 4"pl:l~a with lapped and cemented 
joints which formed points of weakness in the fabric. All other fabrics 

. were spliced by stitching. 

Coating material 

5. Specimens of the first six types of material listed in para
graph 3 were tested for reaction to low temperatures by immersing them 
in a brine solution and lowering their temperature to 23 degrees F. 
The fabrics became sti:f'f and coatings cracked when the fabric was· folded. 
Similar folding at room temperature did not produce cracks. 

6. Unfilled coating. The Osnaburg had a ver:r uniform coating with 
an appreciable thickness of asphalt on the fabric. The coating on the 
a.nizy" duck was regu+ar but ran about 20% heavier in the middle than at the 
edges of the fabric. The burlap which was ~niehed with unfilled coat
ing and talc dusting did not have a miform coat of asphalt. end the pat
tern of the fabric 'was visible through the coa\~ng in many places. One 
roll of this fabric had a strip 3 to 6 in. wide by.125 ft long which was 
not coated. The burlap with the unfilled coating ond mica dusting, of 
which only three rolls were furnished, had a uniform coating but it was 
extremely thin over the fabric. !I'he mica-dusted coating on the Reesien 
cloth appeared fairly uniform.. . 

7. Filled coating. !I'he mica-dusted, filied coating on the 10-
ounce burlap was apparently uniform in q,uality but had a rough surface. 
When this material was passed ·through the laying machine, the solvent 
carne through the fabric in occasional spots so quickly that it occurred 
while the fabric was being passed over the dipping drum during laying. 
The Hessian cloth, with similar coating and dusting, had a noticeably 
rough and uneven coat of asphalt, and the solvent came through in meny 
places, sometimes over as much as 30~ of the area of the fabric. Thia 
is shown on plate 8. Due to the solvent coming through the fabric, it 
was believed advisable to determine whether the fabric was watertight 
when treated with filled asphalt. The first teat of watertightness 
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show~d some leakage and check tests were made •. These check tests did 
not show any leaka&e. It is believed, therefore, that any leakage which 
occurs through the filled ·Coating is due: to .irregular coating thickness 
and.not to permeability of the filled.:asphalt •. With :both filled and 
unfilled material the \.reight of coating ranged between 40 and 45 ounces 
per square yard of fa.bric. 

Observations ~n Padk§eng . 

8. The coated fabric was wound on hollow cylindrical cores in 
rolls containing from 200 to 300 linear feet of material. These rolls 
were wrapped_ with_ an- 0-ut-er co~erin& nf_ paper or_ Viet~- boar!\- and "bou."ld 
with box strapping. !i!hey varied. in weight from 275 t'O 440 lb and in 
size from 14 to 22 in. diameter by 32 to 4o in, long, depending on the 
width and length of the fabric. 

Tests performed 

9. In testing the efficacy of packaging for shipment, heat and 
pressure tests were made. Rolls were stored on sides and on ends, both 
in the open sunshine and in a room heated to temperatures of 110 to 160 
degrees F. with the relative humidity ranging up to 120. Pressure that 
would be experienced in shipping large lot's of P:SS was simulated by 
loading the rolls with empty shell cases to an intensity of a~proxim
ately 1000 lb per roll. It was felt that this method of testing would 

·simulate the most unfavorable conditions that might be met in overseas 
shipment of the Pl!S. 

Dusting 

10. Talc dusting. The surface of the coated ~aterial was dusted 
to prevent its sticking together when the fabric was formed into rolls. 
Talc dusting did not prove effective under heat. The fabric within the 
rolls stuck badly. When the rolls were stored on the side the fabric 
stuck badly on top and bottom where pressure was aj_:lplied. This sticldnc; 
occurred at 100 degrees F. and was found in open storage in the field 
as well as in artificially produced high temperatures. · In rolls exposed 
to the sun with an air temperature of SS degrees F., t~mpera~ures of 108 
to 135 degrees F. occurred. On the Osnaburg and duck, sticking was 
severe enough after heating to 14o degrees F. to pull the coating off 
of 75% of the ·area of the fabric when used in the la;ring machine a.t an 
air temperature of 72 degrees F. In the same test the burlap was pulled 
apart twice. Plate 2 shows the condition of the rolls after a few weeks 
of open storage. 

11. Mica. dusting. Mica. dusting-proved effective against sticking 
when rolls were stored in the open without protection from the sun for 
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a period of one month with daily temperatures up to 99 degrees F. It 
also prevented sticking when rolls were stored for five days in a room 
temperature of 125 degrees F. Mica-dusted rolls subjected to tempera
tures ranging from 145 degrees to 150 degrees F. for 55 hours were still 
usable, but were too badly deformed and too firmly' stuck together for 
use in the laying machine after 143 hours at that temperature. The mica 
dusting had no apparent detrimental effect on the action of the solvent 
or on the durability of the surfacing under traffic. It was equally 
effective on filled and unfilled coatings. Plate 3 shows the condition 
of mica-dusted rolls after 143 hours at 150 degrees F. 

Cores 

12. Untreated cardboard cores. The core forms the base on which 
-the -impregnated fabric is rolled and provides an opening through which 
the roll ab.oft may be passed for s"Upporting the roll in the laying 
machine. In addition to this it acts as a support for the roll during 
shipment and storage. The cores in the first shipment of P]S consisted 
of 3-1/4-in. strips of untreated cardboard, spirally wound and cemented 
into cylinders With 2-in. inside diameters and 1/4-in. wall thicknosses. 
These cylinders were cut to lengths equal to the Wid.ths of fabric to be 
rolled on them. A somewhat stronger core of the same material was made 
into cylind~rs with }-in. diameters and 1/2-in. wo.ll thicknesses. 

13. Weather-resistant cores. The cores for the rolls received 
for package testing were made of a comparatively strong weather
resistant fiber board. They were formed into cylinders with 3-in. 
diameters and 3/S-in. wall thicknesses. · 

Deformation of rolls 
with soft cores 

14. Osnaburg, duck and 36-in. burlap. These materials were rolled 
on the light-weight cardboard cores described in paragraph 12. They 
were covered with a single layer of paper wrappin& and bound with four 
box straps. They had no end covering. The rolls wore in good condition 
when received at the test site, but after storage for a fow weeks in 
hot weather they became deformed. Those stored on sides flattened out 
and crushed the cores. The rolls stored on end bent ovor and became 

'wrinkled. The cores were too weak and were crushed and. bent to such an 
extant .that it was very difficult to insert the roll shnft. 

15. Unfilled 40-1n. burlap. This material wo.s made up in· rolls 
similar to those described in paragraph 14, except that tho heavier 
cardboard cores were used. The rolls were in good condition whon re
ce1vod, but after being stored either on sides or onds and subjected to 
a temperature of 14o dogreos F. they became dof ormecl in the same manner 
o.s the rolls described in the preceding paragraph. Those cores o.lso 
proved too week and in spite of the large original clearance it was 
nocossary to use a heavy maul in order to drive the roll shaft through 
them. 
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16. ~urlap and Hessian cloth with filled coating. Tho 40-in. bur
lap and 31-in. Hessian cloth were rolled on the light cardboard cores 
but were wrapped with several la,vers of paper, that covered the roll 
ends, before being bound with the box straps. Whon heat treated, the 
rolls deformed in the same manner as those described above. Outside 
storage in hot weather has not caused enough deformation in the rolls 
of 31-in. Hessian cloth to prevent their being laid successfully with 
tho laying machine. This m~ be attributed to the hegvier wrapping and 
closer spacing of the four box straps on the 31-in. rolls. 

Observations of rolls with weather-resistant 
cores and various methods of wrapping 

17. Hessian cloth with weather-resistant cores and end protection. 
This material was 40 in, wide, had unfilled coating, was mica-dusted, 
n.i."'ld tho fabric weighed approximately 8 ounces per square yard. It was 
rolled on the weather-resistant cores described in par~raph 13 and was 
bound with four 3/4-in. box straps. Tho roll ends wero protected by 
discs of fiber board, cut to tho same diameter as tho rolls and cemented 
in place. The rolls apparently had boon shipped standing on ond. The 
fa.bric had wrinkled to somo oxtont on two of them. Throe of the eight 
fiber board discs had been lost in transit. The cores wero in good con
dition, Plate 4 shows this material after storage for oight dll,Ys on an 
opon concrete platform with an average night4' temperature of 70 degrooa 
F. and an average daily temperature of 95 degrees F. Plate 5 shows two 
of tho. rolls after being subjected to a temperature of 150 degrees F. 
for 24 hours. The weather-resistant cores were still in good condition 
but tho rolls had become limp and deformed. The fabric was stuck 
together at pressure points and it wrinkled to some extent when unrolled • 
.Apparently the fiber board discs a.re of little uso, since they become 
softened or lost during handling and off er no protection to rolls stored 
on end. Tho cement intended to hold tho discs in place did not inter
fere w1 th unrolling the fabric. 

18. Hessian cloth crated. Two rolls of the same material as 
described in paragraph 17 came packod in crates. The.crates consisted 
of two 2-in. laminated wood end platost cut to tho so.mo diameter as the 
rolls, and twelve 3/4-in. by 2-3/4-in •. slats, nailed regularly around 
tho end plates and further hold in place by two 3/4-i.n. box straps •. 
The fabric was rolled on tho same woather•resistant cores described in 
parogro.ph 13. Those core's were supported in the crate by cylindrical 
blocks 4 in. long, nailed to the end plates and projecting into the core 
ends. The material arrived in good condition, except ~or a slight 
wrinkling at one end of a roll that had been shipped on end. A roll of 
this material was subjected to heat at 150 degrees F. for 44 hours and 
16o degrees F, for 5-1/2 hours. Then it was allowed to cool, standing 
on end in the open for 43 hours, and was unrolled in the early morning 
when the air temperature was S7 degrees F. (Lowest temperature on 
the preceding night was 67 degrees F,) The fabric hod wrinkled slightly 
at one end of the roll, ·the crating was embedded in and stuck to the 
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fabric where weight had been applied. The fabric was stuck together 
lightly at pressure point.a .but· the core was in perfect condition and 
the roll would work through the lqing machine satisfactorily. The 
box straps on the outside of the crate tended to work toward the middle . 
of the roll and lose their effectivenese. The crates offered little 
protection against wrinkling when rolls are stored on end, and the side 
--s-lat-s-mq actually Q.amage the fabric when stored on sides. Plate 6, 
roll at left• shows this tYPe of crating. 

19. Hessian cloth bound with Victory board m1d one end protected. 
This was the same Hessian cloth mentioned in the preceding paragraph 
and was rolled on the same wate~resistant cores as described previously. 
It was wrapped with Victory board, lapped about 8 in. and bound w.l. th 
four 3/4-in. box straps. one end of each roll had a disc of Victory 
board cut to the diameter of the roll and held in place by a cloth' hood 
tucked under the end box strap. This hood was veey loosely fastened, 
could be displaced easily, and apparently furnished little protection. 
The ''Victoey board If consists of laminated cardboard with a thin coating 
of asphalt covered with a lqer of paper on each side. Its total thick
ness is 3/32 in. It possesses considerable stiffness when in good con
dition but separates and may 'become limp after e:icposure and rough 
handling. Th1:3 material arrived in good condition e:tce:pt for one broken 
box strap. A roll of this material was subjected to the heat conditions 
described above. There was some tendency for the roll to flatten or 
become 'oval-shaped under its own weight at the high temperature. T~e 
fa.bric was stuck together at the end that was covered with the Victory 
board disc and cloth hood. It started to tear twice during the early 
stages of unrolling. Otherwise the roll was in good condition. Plate 6, 
center roll, shows the package. 

20. ·Hessian cloth bound with Victory board. This roll was packaged 
in the same manner as· desdri bed in the preceding paragraph except that 
it hrul no end protection and wa11 bound with six box straps instead of 
four. It was in perfect condition on arrival.· This roll was given.the 
same heat treatment as described in paragraph lS. There was a slight 
tendency for the fabric to stick at points where heavy pressure hod been 
applied, but th~ roll was in excellent condition to work through the 
lartnr; ma.chine. This method of paokB8fng ~ears to furnish greater 
protection than an:r of those tested, probably because of the greator· 
support- ~forded by ·the greater number of binding str:rps. For condition 
of this r011.~ f!!OO plate 6, ·roll at right. · 

Observations on Placement and l·~aintena."1.ce of P:B,§ 

Placing PBS 

_ 21~ The Pl3S was formed into a protective surfacing on the test 
sections b;y first moistening the coating on one side with a s.ui table 
solvent to render it tackY and then l~ing.it evenly on the subgrade 



with 4 to 6 in. of overlap at the edges of the fabric to form watertight 
joints. ~oth·the moistening and placing were accomplished with one 
operation by- a trailer-mounted leyi,ng machine. Plate 7 shows a general 
view of this machine in operation. : 

Solvents 

22; Tests were condu~ted using gasoline, RC-1 cut-back asphalt, 
Diesel fuel, and various combinations of the three to determine which 
type of solvent would be the most satisfactory. It was found that the 
gasoline evaporated too rapidly to render.the asphalt tacky to suffici
ent depth to form a good bond on the joints. The RC-1 did not dissolve 
the asphalt coating sufficiently to form a good bond. Diesel ·fuel 
witl;lout any admixture proved the most satisfactory, as .it dissolved the 
aophalt slowly and it was found that about two hours after application 
of Diesel fuel the asphalt became tacky and rema.1.nod in this condition 
for several hours. This allowed plenty of time for the laying eqUtpment 
to get ahead of the rolling equipment and kept tho asphalt in a tacky 
condition for a sufficiently long time to allow ample rolling to be 

'· done. The quantity of solvent required for both the talc and mica dusted 
fabric with unfilled coating was one _gallon for 35 to 40 square yards of 
finished single-la_yer surface. On the filled ma.ts i.t .was found that the 

) ~e:i>halt did not remain tacky as long as on the unfilled mats, but it was 
·,found that the Diesel fuel performed satisfactorily on this material 
also. About 75~ more solvent was necessary on the filled than on the 

, ~filled material. · 

Difficulties encountered 
in lajing mat 

23. Alignment and lap of mats •. · .Although tho difficulty of· align
ment in lDYing the mat was probably more serious· on the short sections 
used in this teat than would be tha case on an airport, it .was found 

.that the machine was difficult to handle on account of.its length, and 
that.the driver·was.too far from the point where the mat laying was 
being.done. ,It is not believed t]:ia.t.~anything can ·be done to corre.ct 
thi!!I.· However, the truck used had a ;longer wheel bnso than. an army 
truck and the trailer hitch was farther behind, the rear· wheels. Plate 7 

,gives a gqn~l'nl view of the laying ma.chino in·operation. ·Irregular 
r~l~s also .caused an uneven lap. The irregularity of tho rolls was 
caused by tho poor condition of the rolls previously mentioned as well 

· ns the i rregu.lari ty of tho width of the material. 
; .• !":~ ' • 

24. Insertion of roll she.ft. CO.ll.e;ps.ed and bQnt· roils caused 
difficulty in inserting roll shaft ... :.~n·;OJl~ qase ~t >.to.o;k: seven minutes 
to drive the she.ft into .tho .roll:.~ th ·a ,J:O"'pqund maul;,· The need for a 
positive method of centering the rolls on the roll shaft and for hold
iJlg the roll shaft itself in position was very evident during laying 
muts. Positive holding collars which fit closely and mu.ch stronger 
cores ~hould be provided. The roll shaft itself should be grooved at 
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one '.end ao as to fix its·position·on.the bearing•: !Che centering ot the· 
roll is :very important. because u· ;the .roll is .not aontered With reapect 
to:1,he mn.chine .. the mat ·wi11 lap differently, depending. on the direction. 
of travel of tho ma.chine. Plate S illustrates a ba.d.J.T centered roll on 
the leying machine. 

25. Wrinkling of mat. In ordor to lay tho mat without wrinkling, 
some ,tension is needed, .but this tension, should bo uniform, A new brake 
(see, plate 9) was ~devised for the moistening arum, in order to provide 
ate~ :tension when the rolls· are no.t doformed or stuck. !!?he :value of 
this 'brek:e, using goo.d :rolls ot fabric, was proved in thil tests. ' 
~cifor111at~on of the rolls. due· to heat ·and week: coros . caused a great deal 
of wrinkling~ ., For example, ono end of. the mat, when wrinkled due ~o 
~de-Yormatlon o? the core, created t.ension on one. sido of the mat strip . 
and a loose condition on the other. Irrcgu.lar tension also ca.Used · 
wrinkles·. :This occurred when .flattened or stuck· rolls were used. in the 
ma.chine. About ,50% of tho rolls of duck were larger in the midsection 
than at the end (barrel-shDped).. Thi.a meant a. greater length of fa.bric 
in the middle than at the edges ·and causod it to pucker when unrolled. 
No. explanation· of this ~a.rent 'stretching of' the middl~ of the panel 
is offered .• but ana.lysos showed approximately' 20~ greater weight of 
asphalt in ·the mfddle portion thim at· t~e edges~ Tho burlap wo.s also 
irreglll.ar in this respect. Somo. rolls woro long on ono end and some 
were longer in the' middlo.~ '' ' ,; ' ' . ' ' . 

26. · l31isters. ·:Blisters, similar to th~se illustrated on plate 10, 
occurred both between double fabric layers and under single fabric layers, 
:Between double layers they may have been caused by the accumulation o-f 
air trspped in the wrinkles during laying. ''lb.ere they occurred· on eingle
layer mat they were considerably larger during the heat of tbe dq .an~ 
smaller at night and in the early morning. It is therefore felt that 
those;blistera. were due to trapped".air, or to water. va;por·_preuure beneath 
the: mat. ~his assumption is further borne out by- the fact that condensed 
water was found.in places beneath the mat. No blisters occurred on the 
material with filled coating. This was probably due to the ·fact that 
there was no sticking or deformation of rolls, so that the -ma'I; was placed 
with even tension and practically without wrinkles.· However,· the filled 
asphalt coating ma_y have been .,ufficiently porous to allow trapped gases 
to' esoaJ)e •. 'Phis was indicated by the rapid penetration of the Diesel 
fuel thro'ugh the mat which occurred during ~he short time that ·the mat 
was in contact with the moistening drum, Penetration of the Diesel tu.el 
throu:gh the ma~· 1 s shown on plate S. · · · 

27. Sticking of tires to the. mat b~ore rolling. Sticking of tires 
to the mat occurred while the mat wae being laid in th~ heat of the day. 
Such sticking occurred on the ~ale-dusted )l\at only. It was stopped by a 
light application of local dust to the mat 'surface before rolling. · 

: ..... 
: . ; . . . ~ 



Preliminl;U'y' treatment and 
maintenance of mat-surface 

9 

28. Soon after laying the mat and completion of rolling it became. 
evident that considerable maintenance would be required.to reduce 
blisters. Apparently the rolling by pneumatic and. tandem rollers had. 
accumulated va;por bubbles which were initially small but might become 
large blisters. It was necessary to pierce these blisters before track
ing. From .time to time in_spectiqns were made of tho mat surface, which 
was laid ilbout two weeks before the beginning of traffic tests, and on 
each inspection trip 1 t was found nec.essary to reduce some blisters. 
]ventually there were only a few found at each inspection, but even 
during traffic testing continil.ed puncturing of blisters was required. 
The general appearance o~ tho mat- surface was- e:x:celb.:mt- and· 1-t-s- efftc-acy
in preventing moisture from entering the subgrado from rains was well 
demonstrated. Genoral views of the completed test lanes nro shown in 
plates ll and 12. 

Traffic Test Procedure 

L~yout of test sections 

29. Ten sections were laid out in two test lanes, as shown on 
plate 1. One test lane contained 12 in. of compacted subgrade and the 
other 10 in. of gravelly sand-clay base course on compacted subgrade. 
Zach lone contained five sections. Only one ty-po PBS was tested on a 
section, except for sections 5 and 10. These sections each contained 
two ty-pes of P:SS. one-half of the tracking lane being covered by each 
typo P:SS. Extensive tests to determine tho water content, density and 
033. of the subgrado and base course material wero performed. Results 
of these tests.have been tabulated on plate 1. 

Tracking tests 

30. 7,000-lb wheel load. The equipment for obtaining tho 
7,000-lb wheel load is shown in the background on plato 19. General 
views of the compacted subgrade nnd 10-in. base course ll'!Iles a.re shown 
on plntos 11 and 12. One hundrod uniform cover£16es at a speed of 4 
miles ~or hour wore made by the'7,000-lb wheel load ovor the tracking 
lane. Tho only pla.co whoro ony subgrade deformation took place was in 
section 5 which contained compacted subgrade and mat (see plate 1) and 
:9roba.bly was duo to a somowhS:t weaker subgra.de and' to a certain amount 
of impact from tra.ckine; onto tho mat from the turnnround. 

31. 15,000-lb wheel load. The 15,000-lb wheel load was obtained 
with a 12 cu yd Lo Tourneau scraper drawn by a Super C Tourna:pull and 
loaded w1 th culled 155 mm shell ca.sos and sand. The results were 
simil~r to those obtained with the 7,000-lb wheel load, except that a 
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slight deformation occurred in, section 10 due to· impact. -!rhe poor condi
tion of section 5 after 100 coverlJ8es of the l5,ooo;.;.1b wheel· load ia 
shown on plate 13, and general Views of the compacted subgrado_ and base 
coiirse lanes· are shown on .plateif 14 and ·15, . 'A small amount of":moTement 
of the P!S on.base 'course and siibgrade occilrrod as ·111uatrated·on 
plate 16,· shoWing a line that. wa8:orig1nal~ pmntO.d. straight across· 
section "3 before traffic testing. ,·.Plato 17 -Bhow1! a. nppM piece of 
-re.bric caused by abrupt clutching during a gear· shift on tho 15,000-lb 
wheef.load. The :following table gives the; results of a few Olm tests 
made' on the. center line of. the; traffic lane' to compare section 3,. which 
was regal"ded as typical, w1 th section 5 after 100 coverages' With both 
wheel loads;: ·' · · · 

Olm !rest Results After 100 Coverages 
with · 1.000- ood 15,ooo;..Lb Wheal Loads 

Station 
Location 

4+50 
4+50 
4+50 
1'+50 
Jt-23 
3+23 
}P20 
J+20 
J+20 
}1-20 

Depth 
Feet 

0~2 . 
0,2 
1,0 
l.O 

Sµrface 
Surface. 

0,2 
0,2 
1.0 
1.0 

CBR 
..1. 

22 
25 
5 
5 

.. 26 
23 
25. 
31 
13 
12 

Penetration 
Resistance 

Lb per Sq In. 

2100 
204o 
1000 
1000 
2200 plus 
2200 plus 
214o ' 

-2i80 
1220 

···124o 

It W!il be noted that the subgrade at one-foot depth under section 5 is 
definite3'Y weaker than that of section J. 

32. 37,000-lb wheel load. The 37,000-lb whool load was obtained 
w1 th a 32 cu y-d LeTourneau scraper drawn by a Model A-3 Tournapull which 
was loaded w1 th 155 mm ahell cases and .sand. All of the sections except 
those containing double duck and double -Osnaburg on base course failed 
under the 37,000-lb wheel load •. Subgrad.e failure occurred in sections 
1 to 5 by. rutting. These ruts moved with each_ trip of tho tracking equip
ment and eventue.111' caused opening of Joints, wrinkling of mat with crack
ing, or pulling out of the ec1ge anchoring •. On sections 6 to 10 which 
contained base course, rutting also developed. ~ho m~t. moved.around on 
tho base course end pulled rocks up onto the ba.so course surf ace. !t'heso 
rocks penetrated the fabric and rendof.ed 1 t ·no longer watertight. When
ever tho ma,t would not hold water it was considered failed. It was noted 
that fle:xing of the ti,re.s and-the .subgrade. caused movement of the mat 
toward grooves in the tire print,. which resulted in toida ln''the fabric 
such as those shown on plat.a lS. Failure Qondi tions pore outlined in .the 
following table. 



Sec-
tion* 

1 
2 
2 
3 

a 
4 
5 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

11 

Failure Condi ti one Under 37,000-Lb Load 

Location Typo Coverages 
of Fa.1.luro Fai.lure at Failure . T~!l2e of P:BS on Section 

All Subgrade 50 Single duck 
Uoet half Suhgrada. 62 Doiible ducle-
East half Subgrndo ~ Double duck 
ttost half Subgrade Double burlap 
East half Subgra.de 40 Double burlap 
West hn.lf Subgrade ~ Double Osnaburg 
East half Subgrado Double Osnaburg 
West half Subgrado 20 Double burlap & single 
]a.st half Subgro.de 6 Double burlap & single 
All Rocks pi.me- 100 Single duck 

turod mat 
Uo failure Double cluck 

All Rocks pUn.c- 100 Double burlap 
tured. mat 

No failure Doublo Osnabur~ 
All Rocks punc- 50 Double burlo.p & single 

tured: mat 

*Sections 1 to 5 hnd 12 in. of compacted sub~rado under mat, 
Sections 6 to 10 had 10 in. ero.velly sand-clay base course 
on COJ?l!lacted subgrade. 

Hossiml 
Hessian 

Hessian 

33. In construction of tho test sections, it wo.s assumed that in 
the field in the theatres of operation the subgrado would not be 
prepared for a depth of moro than 12 inches. The results of these tests 
show that further preparation or the choice of a site with n higher 
natural CBR one foot bolow the surface is needed for tho 37,ooO-lb wheel 
load. As far as the PBS is concerned, a limitod number of applications 
of a 37 ,OOO-lb wheel load can be made, although the surfacing did show 
some signs of wear beneath the tires. No brakin& or skidding tests 
wore ma.de with the 37,000-lb wheol load. Whore tho surfacing fnilod to 
remain watertight it was damaged by rocks penetrating tho fabric. This 
occurred on singlo duck, both double burlaps nnd Hessia11 cloth. DouQlo 
duck n11d aouble Osnaburg wore not punctured. 

Jt. ~he results of field California bearin& rntio tests made on 
tho cont-0r lines of the traffic lnnos after completion of all tracking 
tosts under the 37,000-lb wheol load are shown in tho following tnble. 



35. The 7 ,000-lb whool lo~ o'quipment had roar~whcol brcltes. 
:9raking tests wero conductod by tracking the machine onto the section 
at various speeds and applying the brakes in such a manner .that the 
wheels were locked and the equipment stopped with the rear wheels 
skidding. The following tabl.e shows the average distance of skidding a.t 
the various speeds. 

Speed of Eqµipment 
Miles per Hour 

7 
12 
19 

. 
Average Diatance of Skid 

Feet 

Maximum deviation from average distanco of skid was ll.I>i">ro:ximately 5 ft, 
Results of such skidding tests on unfilled material are shown on Plate 19. 
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Those on filled material are sliown on plate 20. The di stance of skidding 
was approximately the same on filled or unfilled material., The manner 
in which the ma.ts supported the skidding was apparently by heating and 
softening of the asphalt under the skidding wheel, \'rhich protected the 
fabric to some extent. ]etter protection to the fo.bric was afforded by 
unf.illed material, as can be seen by comparison of plates 19 and 20. 
When braking tests were performed without. skidding, the wheels of the 
equipment came to a stop in approximately 45 ft from o. speed of 19 miles 
per hour without damage to the fabric. The ef:f ect of such a test is 
shown on plate ~~· 

Skidding t e et s 
],000-lb wheel load 

36. Skid.ding tests were made in a manner similar to the braking 
tosts but with the surface of the mat wet.· No damage was done to 8llY' 
of the fabrics at any speed. The di stances of skit'l..ding are gi van in 
the following table, 

Speed of Equipment 
Miles per Hour 

7 
12 
19 

:Braking and skidding tests 
15,000-lb wheel load 

Average Distance of Skid 
Feet 

8 
27 
53 

37. The 151000-lb whoel load equipment had front-wheel brakes 
only, On a straight braking test with dry surface the brakes c\id not 
skid the wheels but brought the equipment to a stop from a speed of 
s-1/2 miles per hour in about 15 ft without d.alnage to tho fabric. When 
the mat surf ace was wet the brakes would skid the wheels and bring tho 
equipment to a stop in a distanco of a.bout 12 ft without damage to tho 
mat. 

Locked-wheel turns with 
1,000- and 151000-lb wheel loads 

I 

38. The front wheals of the 7,000-lb equipment could be turned 
th~o'U(;h an angle of approximately 45 degrees with the machine stopped, 
On tho wot mat they could be turnod with 11 ttle dama&e to tho f'abric, 
but with tho surface dry the fabric was deformed and sometimes torn by 
tho turn. It probably would havo been torn by all turns if it had been 
Possible to turn tho wheels through a greater anglo. Plate 22 shows 
the effects of such turns. The front wheels of' tho 15,000-lb equipment 
could be turned through approximately 90 degrees with ono wheel locked, 
.All turns tore tho fabric regardless of whethor tho surface was wot or 
dry• Tho eff act of such turns is shown on plate 23. 
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. Oonclusiona. ' ' .-... r . ... , . 

,. ; ' t ' 

Improvements to 
mat-1¢li/; machine,• 

1'' 

: l'., 

' ,·, . 
.. 39. It is believed the: foll.Owi'D.g improvements to' t~ pilot model . 

mat•la.Y~ng machine would be advantageous: · · . · · · ' : .. · · · 

~- he -mat-J.e,vi-ng machlne need-s the. adfil.tion of a brake 
similar to that shown on plate 4 to provide uniform 
tension to the mat during laying. The brake with which 
the machine was equipped did not function satisfactorily. 

E,. !I'he roll shaft on the ma.chine should be p~ovided' with 'a 
groove to fit over one, bearing~ and hold the shaft centered. 
The end of the.shaft which is inserted first in the roll 
of fabric should be conically shaped with a -ro'Ullded point 
rather than flat~ mid'positive' centaringi collars for the 
mat roll should be provided. 

,g,. A pair of snips should be furnished.with the machine for 
cutting binding straps on the rcills of fabric. 

~. The· solvent vat should be provided with baffles to prevent 
the solvent from splashing out and should be provided with 
some means of removing sludge (dusting material on mat). 

Improvements to 
packa{;ing PBS 

4o •. The following · conclusiims are believed justified from the 
result.a of pa~aging tests: 

.!• The coating shOul_~ 'be mica-dusted. 

!?,. The fabric should be rolled on rigid, durable, weather• 
resistant cores 'With sufficient cleo.rai1ce for easy 
insertion of the roll aha.ft. 

£• The roll should be covered With a stiff, weather
resistant material. 

d. · lfot less than six binding straps should be used on a 
- roll of 4o-in. material. 
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Conclusions with regard to 
tra.ffic•carrying capacity of mats 

. 41. The following conclusions ~ be drawn from the results of 
traffic tests: 

.!• 

·b -· 

.2.• 

The traffic tests indicated that .any of the types of fabric 
used in the tests are satisfactol'Y' for landing field con-

.· e-truc-t-ion- for ftghtar-typa ai roraf't,_ pro_vidruL tha su.bgr-ad.e.
or base course is properly constructed. In making this 
conclusion it is assumed that the mat will b·e used in areas 
where reasonably high tensperatures w.lll exist during the 
life of the field. The unfilled asI>halt coating \dll 
probabl;y' develop sticldness on the< field at air tempera
tures above 90 degrees. However, this can be corrected by 
a light application of 8ny local fine dusty soil. Ar'I'!iY 
duck appears slightly superior to burlap and burlap is 
superior to both Osnaburg and Hessian cloth. However, 
Osnaburg showed greater resistance to being punctured by 
rocks and pebbles than did burlap. 

At temperatures of freezing or lower any of the mats test.ad 
would become somewhat brittle, and it is not believed that 
the results of the traffic test as performed would neces
sarily apply to colder climates. In colder climates it 
might be necessary to use a somewhat softer asphalt. 

The surfaces of all sections tested were slightly slippery 
when wet. 

'" 
']he unfilled fabric stood up well under both dry and wet 
braking and skidding tests for. the 7,ooO .. lb wheel load. 
There was somewhat more tendency for the filled fabric to 
rip to a. minor extent. Some damage in wrinkling, but no 
tearing of the fabric, resulted when similar testtJ were 
performed with the 15,000-lb wheel load. 

locked-wheel turns on the mat w.lth the 7,000-lb wheel 
load showed some damage by wrinkling and a slight ten
dency to tear the fabric, Similar test2 performed ~nth 
the 15.ooO-lb wheel load resulted in a twisting and tear
ing of the fabric which was confined to the tire contact 
area. However, the 7 ,000-lb wheel load equipment could 
be turned only 45 degrees, and tea.ring similar to that 
produced by the 15,000-lb wheel load might have occurred 
had the equipment allowed 90-degree turns. DamSE;e due 
to locked-wheel turns can be repaired by patching with 
pieces of fabric cut slightly larger than the damaged 
area, but patching is subject to the limitations given in 
conclusion h_, below. 

.l 
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h· 

i· 

.J.. 

In these tests the double layer surfacing appeared less 
susceptible to puncture than the single layer. The ~oub~e 
lay"er forms a more homogeneous mat than the single layer 
and had the tests with the 7,000- or 151 000-lb wheel load 
been carried far enough, the superiority of the double 
la.var as a wearing surf ace doubtless would have been 
ea.tabli-shed. As -f-ar -as the utili t:r -of double versus single 
lqers is concerned for airfields, it is probable that for 
temporary fields a single layer of a strong fabric, such 
as duck, would prove practically as good as a double layer, 
but for more permanent installations the double layer 

. would prove superior. 

Ordinary Diesel fuel is an entirely satisfactory solvent, 

Patches can be quickJ.3- and easily made. However, they 
require several hours before.they are approximately as 
strong as the rest of the surf acing. They should be 
rolled down in the same manner as the rest of the sur
facing in order to obtain the best results, 

:Rolling, which should be extensive enough to obtain water
tight seams and proper adhesion between layers of fabric, 
mq be accomplished by use of a smooth tandem roller or a 
tractor-drawn pneumatic-tired roller. If the latter is 
used, the tractor selected should not have tires that will 
scuff or cut the fabric. In the absence of either type of 
roller, a truck w1 th dual tires may be used. 

If a 37,000-lb wheel load is to be supported, the subgrade 
must be prepared to a depth somewhat greater than 12 in, 
and should have a C:BR of at least 20%, , 
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